ESSA, PERKINS V, AND WIOA

Integration Points to Support the Improved Use of Technology

JOIN SREB FOR A SERIES OF FIVE 20-MINUTE MINI-WEBINARS
Register once for access to the live broadcasts and recordings of all five mini-webinars.

MAY 16, 2PM - GOVERNANCE: Focus state goals, create coherent programs and efficiently improve efforts in all three sectors

MAY 23, 2PM - PROGRAMS: Coordinate the work to better serve residents and industries

MAY 30, 2PM - EQUITY: Align expectations, capacity building, data use and shareholder engagement to strengthen educator efforts and student outcomes

JUNE 6, 2PM - ACCOUNTABILITY: Align performance indicators, the use of data and evidence, reporting and efforts to continually improve

JUNE 13, 2PM - HEARING FROM STATES: Hear from leaders in SREB states that have begun to use connections between ESSA, Perkins V and WIOA to integrate and improve the use of ed tech